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Abstract 

Water-concession investment related to hydroelectric dam development has 

provided economic benefits and acted to reduce poverty levels in the Lao PDR. 

However, the negativelocal impacts of hydroelectricdams on displaced people, 

local livelihoods, and natural resources continues to be experienced. This paper 

discusses:(i) the nature of these impacts on women’s livelihoods;(ii) theargument 

that women are impacted by the Don Sahong Hydropower (DSH)  development 

project on Sahong Island in a different manner to men; and (iii) how women have 

developeddifferent coping strategies managing changes to their livelihoods. This 

research was based on a series of 35 individual in-depth interviews of 30 female 

and 5 male villagers from Don Sahong village, as well as 7 in depth interviews 

with local officials and group discussions by gender. It shows that men and 

womenuse different coping strategies to manage the loss of their existing 

livelihoods and theirdependence on natural resources. 

In particular, vulnerablewomen have been shown to suffer a heavier burden from 

these impacts andthiscauses themgreater difficulty in adapting to new livelihoods 

thanother groups of women. This paper concludes that gender policies need to 

coverbroader range of situations thathave the potential to an impacton women 

from hydroelectric dams and adopt a legal empowerment approach with 

guidelines on how build awareness among stakeholders at all levels in order to 

enableknowledgeon ways to manage these kind of issuesand needsrelated to the 

diversity of women affected by these development projects. 
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Introduction 

Lower Mekong countries have significant potential for investment in water 

concessions. Laos, in particular, is at the center of a current hydropower surge in 

the Mekong Region. The Lao government has developed strategies to use 

hydropower to reduce poverty and bring the benefits of investment to the 

countries’ people. The government has a plan to transform itself to become “the 

battery” of ASEAN by 2020 and to rid itself of“least developed country” status. 

For example in 2009, Mr. Saypaseuth Phopsoupha, Director of Energy 

Promotion and Development of the Ministry of Energy and Mines stated in the 

media that"The government estimates that it will have sold 7,000 megawatts of 

hydroelectric power to Thailand by 2015 and 5,000 megawatts to Vietnam by 

2020".1Laos has attracted many dam developers interested in investing in the 

country. The country’s economy is currently primarily based on agriculture, 

fisheries and the extraction of natural resources, mainly from hydropower and 

mining. 

The Don Sahong Hydropower (DSH) project is currently being implemented by 

Mega First Corporation Berhad (MFCB) with the goal to selling power generated 

by this US$500-million dam domestically. Don Sahong has a concession period of 

25 years.It is expected that the dam will generate about 2,000 GWh of electricity 

per year and is slated to commence commercial operations in 2019 or 2020, with 

the power sold to Electricite du Laos (EDL) (Vientiane Times, June 24, 2016)”. 

MFCB holds an 80 percent share in the project and the state-owned utility 

Electricity du Laos (EDL) holds the remaining 20 percent. As of December, 2016, 

the construction work on the dam is about 8% completed. Construction began in 

October 2015 (Lao News Agency (KPL) June 30, 2016).3This rapid pace of dam 

construction in Laos has caused environmental and socio-economic changes, 

which have negatively affected local communities (IRN-International Rivers 
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Network, 2014; Baird, 2006; Baker, 2012). The available literature has discussed 

the impacts of hydropower development on resettled communities and people 

living downstream of dams (Baran, 2005; Baird, 2009; Molle et al., 2009), 

however, these studies often do not consider the impacts of hydropower 

development specifically on women’s livelihood activities, how they response to 

these impacts, and their important role required for effective decision-making in 

the hydropower development projects. 

The research aims to add to the analysis of relationship between the development 

of the Don Sahong Hydropower (DSH) project and the resettlement issues by 

examining the impacts on local community’s livelihoods, especially, women’s 

livelihoods. It also examines the different strategies women employ to cope with 

the socio-economic changes as well as how they respond to other impacts. The 

nature of external support available to women to assist them to develop 

adaptation strategies is also examined. 

Large hydropower dams change how people access and use natural resources 

such as land, water, wetlands, forests, and aquatic resources. These impacts are 

experienced differently by men and women, boys and girls, the young and elderly, 

those with disabilities, and those of different ethnicities. These often impact upon 

the social structure of the community and way of life (Simonet al., 2013). It has 

been found that large-scale development projects affect women differently 

(Ahmad & Lahiri-Dutt, 2006), and have different impacts on both men and 

women because of their gender roles (Lahiri-Dutt & Ahmad, 2012).1 

Lahiri-Dutt (2012) observes, “The difference in impacts of development projects 

arise primarily form a sexually-based division of labor, along with local and 

cultural discourses on gender roles. These discourses produce and reinforce 

specific constructions of gender ideals and create norms for women and men. 

                                                      
1 http://pnomsin.blogspot.com/2009/07/laos-plans-to-become-battery-of-asean.html 
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The roles and tasks maybe formally accepted as laws or informally understood as 

cultural ideals, but they are invariably connected to power relations and women 

and men’s social and economic positioning within societies and families”. 

Likewise, Whitehead (2009) has shown that different gender roles lead to different 

impacts on women and men. 

An assessment by the World Bank’s Operational Evaluation Department (OED) 

4 of a number of World Bank projects noted that women have “largely have 

suffered more than men have from the disruption of their social life resulting 

from involuntary displacement from their ancestral land, which severed their 

relationship with water, forests and other natural resources. At the Pak Mun dam, 

the loss of local edible plants due to submergence resulted in loss of income and 

sources of subsistence. Again, this affected women disproportionately, as they are 

responsible for collecting and processing these plants”. However, there is still 

limited research regarding the disproportional impacts on women of the in Don 

Sahong village related to the DSH project. A number of questions remain about 

the potential impacts of the dam on the livelihoods of people in Don Sahong 

village, particularly for women. These include: how do villagers live? Where do 

they find food, e.g., catching fish and collecting vegetables? What types of 

potential impacts affects gender roles in the village? What are the current and 

future coping strategies that women of different socio-economic positions may 

adopt? How do they adopt these? and, are there any networks supporting women 

in developing their coping strategies? 

In response to these questions, this research applies gender approach to explore 

the concept of gendered participation in natural resources management to 

investigate impacts of the DSH dam on local livelihoods and the natural 

resources on which men and women depend. In particular, this study aims to: (i) 

examine how women have protected natural resources in order to develop their 

own coping strategies, and (ii) to provide policy recommendations for the 

protection of local natural resources that contribute toward sustainable local 
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livelihoods of women in particular, which are affected by the investment in 

hydropower development. 

 

Methodology 

This research was conducted through field work during the period between 

September, 2015 and July, 2016, informed by a total of  35 interviewees, 30 of  

whom were women. A qualitative approach was used as it assists in developing a 

deeper understanding of  the context of  the problems under investigation 

through interaction with people and observation of  local livelihoods. The 

following techniques were used as part of  the research: 

1. In-depth interviews were used as a research tool because many of the 

poor or vulnerable informants cannot read or write and have difficulty 

understanding written questions or expressing themselves through 

writing. Face-to-face interviews allow people to communicate in different 

ways in order to express their knowledge more effectively. In-depth 

interviews also provide interesting information as they allow interviewees 

to talk freely and openly. Both village authorities and individual 

households were interviewed using this method. 

2. Gender Impact Assessment in Hydropower Development (GIA) (Oxfam, 

2013) is a process which allows decision-making by stakeholders in a 

project to be influenced by a strong understanding of  the current 

situations and contexts that will be affected by the project. It uses a 

gender criteria to assess predicted and realized impacts.Gender impact 

assessments allows the developer of  the project(including government, 

financers and private companies) to consider the gendered relationships 

between men and women and how the project might impact women and 

men differently. It also provides details and information about how 

women and men relate and interact with one another across all levels of  
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society, and can be used to ensure activities do not disadvantage one 

gender over the other.2 

3. Group discussions with two groups of participants; one for men, and the 

other for women were facilitated. Each group was asked the same 

questions leading to discussions about seasonal activities and a timeline of 

significant events in the village. After each group discussion was 

completed, the results of the discussion were presented back to the 

participants. This method enables the research to overcome problems of 

men dominating the process of group interviews, or women not openly 

participating in preference to male voices. It also provides an opportunity 

for women to openly discuss and present their knowledge to the 

interviewer in a safe context and improves participation biases. 

4. Participant observation is a qualitative method that enables the researcher to 

participate in daily activities at the local level, and collect detailed 

qualitative information through observation. In this study the researcher 

spent several days at a time with villagers in Don Sahong village; eating 

meals with them, sleeping in their houses, helping them to cook, carry 

rice harvests to storage, and participating in several other social and 

cultural activities including festivals and gatherings (such as the 

celebration of weddings and Bacia ceremony for a traditional Lao New 

Year at the village temple). This technique enables to researcher to build 

trust with the research participants and also understand the reality of rural 

livelihoods. 

5. Transect walks are a method that improves understanding about the agro-

ecological conditions of a village under study. The technique was applied 

using the following approach: drawing a village map, walking with the 

deputy village head along different pathways or transects within the 

village and interviewing villagers. This tool is designed to observe 

                                                      

2 Operation Evaluation Division (of the World Bank, p.114) 
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different types of land use activities present in the village such as the 

village, lowland rice fields, forests, rivers, and other environmental 

features. These activities helped to construct a clearer idea of livelihood 

activities, the condition of natural resources, land use characteristic, and 

social dimensions of the village. As part of this process resource mapping 

was used identify the natural assets of the village and level of dependency 

on natural resources of Don Sahong villagers. 

6. Criteria of research site selection: Champasack Province is one of 17 provinces 

in the Lao PDR. It is located in the southern part of the country near 

Thailand and Cambodia. One of its characteristics is that the Mekong 

River flows through a large area of the province. Don Sahong village of 

Khong district in Champasack province was selected as this village has 

plentiful supply and variety of natural resources such as water resources 

and plentiful fisheries. It is considered to be the largest “fish bowl” of the 

Mekong River in Laos that feeds people not only in Champasak, but 

other provinces as well. In addition, recently this village has faced with 

significant changes to these natural resources from the DSH project. In 

this context, it is a useful example for studying how women here maintain 

their livelihoods in this particular situation and to understand the impacts 

of the dam and their search for coping strategies to ensure that the DSH 

project bring benefits and equality. The informant selection process was 

done in collaboration with the head of the village. The villager categories 

are described as below table. 
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Table 1: Criteria for the selection of villagers as key informants 

 

Criteria Target  groups Selection procedures 

Village authority The village authority 

includes 1 village head, 1 

deputy, 3 elderly 

representatives of the, 1 

youth representative and 

1 of member of the 

women’s union. 

The village head gathers the 

committee for a meeting. At least 

the village heador deputy and the 

elderly representatives are present. 

Women 

(30 

individua

ls) 

Any local women who are 

not part of the village 

authority. 

The interviewees are selected by 

using purposive sampling. 

Men (5 

individua

ls) 

Any local fishermen who 

are not part of the 

village authority. 

The interviewees are selected by 

using purposive sampling. 

Household Member are present that 

are representative of poor, 

middle-income, and rich 

households as well as 

households with members 

who are illiterate and who 

have household members 

with disabilities. 

These households are identified by 

the village authority as the 

following criteria: 
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Table 2: criteria of target age and number of key informants 

Female Rich Mediu

m- 

income 

Poor Illiterate People 

with 

disabilities 

Key 

infor

mants 15< - 1 2 - -  

 

12 

15-35 3 3 3 3 2 

>35 3 3 3 3 1 

Sub-Total 6 7 8 6 3 

Total 42 

 

Table 3: Map of the research site 

Source: Google Maps 

 

Results 

1. Profile of Don Sahong village 

In the Lao context, a “village”not only refers to the area of  the human habitation 

but also to the larger land area that is farmed or otherwise controlled by 

residents. Don Sahong village is an island of  Si Phan Don.The village is about a 

hundred years old and is home to 72 families organized into 72 households and 

with a total population 450, (223 female) (Village Head, personal communication, 

2015). Residents are primarily from the Lao Loum ethnic group who originally 
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came from other islands nearby. About 80 years ago, there were only 8 families, 

with farmlands at Don Sahong.They came to catch fish at Hou Sahong, which is 

a year-round migration pathway for man fish species travelling upstream and 

downstream in the dry season. Later, the village was named Don Sahong. 

Villagers travel to and from the village by boat as there is no road access. There is 

a temple and a primary school. Don Sahong village covers 298,500 m2. It is about 

4 km long and 1 km wide. About 74 hectares of  the village are given over to 

farmland, while almost 38 hectares a recovered with buildings (Village Head, Don 

Sahong Village, 2015, recalling 1979 statistics).  

Don Sahong is surrounded by islands and it in close proximity to fish channels 

where men and women gather food for family subsistence and generation of  

family income from fishing. These channels are called Hou Wai, Hou Chang 

Pheauk, Hou Thard Liew, which includes Hou Sahong.  In the past, fishermen 

used fish nets (Lorb, Hae, Mong) to catch fish. Then, “Lii” (a traditional fish trap) 

was later introduced by the villagers from Hang Khone village. Catching fish 

became the main activity of  the island people, especially people in Don Sahong 

village. Based on the transect walk, a map of  village resources was drawn (Table4). 

Table 4: Resource map of the village. 

Photo credit: Don Sahong villagers. 
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The resource map of  Don Sahong village shows the diversity of  food sources 

available historically to September, 2015. It was drawn by the villagers. Nearly 90 

percent of  Don Sahong villagers engage in fishing activities. In the past, people in 

this village directly consumed water from the Mekong River and carried it to their 

houses for use and had no electricity supply (Elderly Fisherman, personal 

communication, 2015). Since 2013, the local government has provided electricity 

for the village. Since that time villagers have had access to electricity; and some 

households have purchased electric appliances (e.g., refrigerators and 

televisions).Traditional methods of  carrying water from the river are disappearing 

because villagers now use electric water pumps.6 

This villager’s report that had never faced any natural disasters until 2013, when a 

serious livestock disease threatened the village (Elderly Grandfather, Don Sahong 

Village, 2015). As Don Sahong villagers have Buddhist beliefs, every year in the 

lunar month of  June and March they will perform a Baci ceremony to pay respect 

to their ancestors. When the reach 15 years of  age, parents often send their 

daughters or sons to go to work in Thailand to follow their cousins, brothers or 

sisters who support the family by remitting income. 

The Lao government issues land certificates to villagers on which they have to 

pay tax. Don Sahong villagers have customary land tenure, and mostly do not 

apply for a land title as the process is expensive and time-consuming.Landholders 

still often sell their land informally too theirs farmers from the village. 

2. Roles of women and men in the village 

In general, gender roles in Lao culture are such that men are the household 

heads. Individuals performing this role may include husbands, elder brothers, or 

grandfathers. When there is a meeting at the village men predominantly represent 

their families at meetings and other decision-making activities. Few women join 

the meetings and other activities in the village because of  this cultural 

prescription. Men act as family heads and are powerful socially than women. 

Women are treated as less powerful family members. Men and women have 
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different interests and responsibilities. Development projects generally only 

partially benefit women who are empowered by community. Women are 

representatives of  households only in the case when men are not at home or are 

busy.One interviewee stated, “I will join the meeting when my husband is busy 

with fishing or sometimes when he is not at home” (Female Householder, Don 

Sahong Village, March, 2016). 

2.1 On farm activities 

This section discusses different work that men and women do in different season 

and times of  year. It will also help to understand the diverse responsibilities of  

men and women. 

Women’s responsibilities. In Don Sahong village, the life of  rich and middle-

income women on an average day starts with taking care of  domestic family tasks 

such as 

- Washing clothes or cooking. In the growing season some engage in farming 

activities along the river banks. During the day, as men catch fish, women 

prepare pickled fish or fermented fish, known as ‘padact’, and dry fish at 

home until the evening. This processed fish is used for family consumption 

and sale in the market. Selling fish at the market is a major role of women. 

Women also transplant rice seedlings. Some prepare meals and deliver them 

to family members in the rice fields. At the same time, poorer women were 

found to work harder than middle-income women and wealthy women. They 

complete many of the same activities as men in helping their family to gather 

food, for example, catching fish, collecting firewood and other forest items 

together with their husbands or brothers in the forest. When they return 

home, they still have the role of domestic housework. In addition, most poor 

women need to send their daughters to work as laborers in Thailand, 

especially young women aged 15 and above. Elderly women stay at home to 

do farming and take care of grandchildren. 
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- Men’s responsibilities: As mentioned above, 90 percent of Don Sahong 

villagers engage in fishing activities.In the morning and evening men catch 

fish at Hou Sahong, Hou Wai, or Hou Changpheauk along the Mekong 

River both in the dry and rainy seasons. They maintain this activity every 

day, year around. In some years, especially during the rainy season, if there 

are many fish in the river, they will fish at night. In the rice-growing season, 

men will be responsible for collecting wood which they use to make fences 

around their rice paddy fields. They also plough the rice fields. Men also 

complete house construction work, and migrate to find work in Pakse City, 

Vientiane Municipality, or Thailand when the need arises. 

- Women and men’s shared responsibilities: Both women and men help each other 

in tending to grazing cattle. After harvesting their rice crop, they help one 

another to complete other farming activities such as planting corn, 

vegetables, chilies, and other vegetables. Previously, they shared the 

responsibility of collecting water from the river for household consumption 

and river-bank agricultural activities, however, nowadays this role has 

diminished as they started having access to electricity in 2013, and started 

using water pumps. Women and men also on occasion collect firewood 

together. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

___________________ 

In 2013, while the Hua (head) Sahong village and Sahong Khang (middle) are able to use 

electricity but Hang (tail) Sahong is not. But Hang Sahong households could access 

electricity after they moved to new houses in the resettlement site in 2015.  
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2.2. Access and control 

In this study data was gathered by applying the gender impact assessment tool 

mentioned earlier through the use of in-depth interviews of 5 men and 30 

women as representatives of the target households. This section provides an 

insight into the current practices and roles of women and men in regards to 

access to resources. It also gives an overview of community access to resources 

by examining who has control over the resources, who make decisions about the 

resources and their use, and who has rights under the law or household and 

community practices.  

- Men are the holders of land title certificates if land is inherited as 

assets from their predecessors. Men will leave income from selling 

fish with women to keep because they think that if they keep it with 

themselves, that money will be paid for unreasonable things like 

buying beer. Other than this, men are the representatives of families 

in any meeting or exchange visits at the village level or higher. 

- Women hold income from the sales of fish and cash crops based on 

cultural practices. Women generally show a capacity to save money 

for a longer period of time than men. Women have the role of taking 

care of children and the family, so, they generally use money more 

reasonably than men. Women are owners of land title certificates and 

assets if they inherit them from their predecessors or parents. 

Sometimes women are the ones who make decisions on the land 

title, solely and sometimes both the husband and wife make 

decisions together. Poor women often do not have enough capital to 

access health care services, education and do not have any land for 

cultivation or livelihoods. Illiterate and disabled women have no 

opportunity for education and have less opportunity to attend any 

workshops and meetings at any level. However, poor women’s 

livelihoods have more access to natural resources and are more 

dependent on them than other groups. Sometimes both men and 
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women who co-own assets will consult with each other before 

making any decision on selling or developing their assets. Also, men 

and women were found to have equal access to education and health 

care (see Table 5). 

Men and women in the village hold gender-differentiated interests in access to 

natural resources. This research has shown that women are more dependent on 

forests. They are chiefly responsible for the collection of  forest products and 

food for daily household subsistence. Through their daily activities, these roles 

connect them more closely to natural resources. It has shown that women have 

good practices in protecting and managing natural resources.  

At the same time, men are more interested in accessing water resources as their 

routine activity is catching fish. They are skillful in making fishing gear for a 

sustainable livelihood. 

Table 5: Men’s and Women’s different socio-economic positions in terms of 

access and control of resources 

Social-

economic 

statuses 

Rich Midd

le- 

inco

me 

Poor Illiterate Disabled 

Profile 

On farm Conduct 

business on 

Grow rice, Mostly, Grow Most of 

their activities (fish, rice) and sell fish 

and 

depend 

on 

rice, sell times take 

 open shops at take care of forest and fish and care of 

 home family river take care family at 

    of family home only 

Access and Able to access Able to Receive Cannot Less 

Control education, 

health 

access inadequat

e 

Afford Opportunit

y  care services 

and 

education, health 

care 

Educatio

n 

to join any 

 own business. health care services,  Social 

  services but housing  Gatherings 

  lack capital and  and social 

  for doing agricultur

e 

 Services 
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  businesses land   

Notes - Women in all categories control cash crops 

and have equal opportunities in making 

decisions with husbands or men. 

- Men focus on fishing rather than finding food in the 

forest and do fish processing activities. 

 

In Table 5, men and women in different socio-economic positions have different 

levels of  access to natural resources and control over them. Women and men in 

the wealthier category are able to conduct businesses such as opening a shop or 

trading fish or rice by using their existing capital, and have sufficient rice 

production for their families’ consumption. In contrast, poor women do not have 

farmlands or rice paddies. Women in this category have insufficient food, which 

is why they are more dependent on natural resources such as forest products and 

water resources. However, both poor and wealthier women are able to control 

assets and engage in decision-making process in the same way their husbands do. 

3. Impacts of the DSH project on women and men 

According to the United Nations (UN Women, 2009),“in most societies there are 

differences and inequalities between women and men in responsibilities assigned, 

activities undertaken, access to and control over resources, as well as decision-

making opportunities. Gender is part of  the broader socio-cultural context. Other 

important criteria for socio-cultural analysis include class, race, poverty level, 

ethnic group and age”.7Regarding infrastructure improvements, villagers were 

able to access a new road provided by the DSH project. Transportation is now 

more convenient. The school has a new toilet. There are 14 resettled families and 

all of  them now have access to electricity provided by the DSH project. However, 

the development of  DSHDam has also created negative impacts in terms of  

social, economic and environment factors during construction. Details of  these 

impacts are as follows.  
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3.1. Social and spiritual impacts 

In rural community context in Lao PDR, villagers believe in Buddhism but some 

others believe in ghosts. As Don Sahong villagers believe in Buddhism and 

respect Mother Earth, the community forest in Don Sahong village is the main 

food source to feed all villagers in the village. It is not only a significant food 

source but also a cemetery where villagers have buried and paid respects to their 

ancestors. Unfortunately, these areas were destroyed, trees were cut down and 

non-timber items were destroyed as the forest became a construction area. “In the 

past, this area was a place where villagers bring dead people for a funeral 

ceremony. When the project was building new houses for us, they took dirt from 

the land where the cemetery was to fill up the new plot. I’m afraid that the spirits 

of  dead people will come back and wreak havoc around my house” (elderly 

informant, Don Sahong Village, November 5, 2015). 

In the past, villagers from Don Sahong and other islands traveled by boat along 

the Mekong River. When the DSH Dam was constructed in 2015, the dam 

developers built a new road linking Don Sahong Island to the main inland road. 

It gave villagers road access, so they did not need to travel by boat 

anymore.However, the new road takes longer to travel by than boat as the road 

turns out to be a longer stretch. Women feel unsafe to travel on it alone even 

during the day time due to camps of  Chinese and Vietnamese dam construction 

laborers along the road. In particular, poor, landless women are directly affected 

and are faced with more difficulty in accessing forests products and river 

resources for family consumption because their natural resources are being 

destroyed by the dam construction. They are required to travel further to other 

islands in search of  food. Women at the village, especially poor women and 

illiterate women who are mainly confined to household-based activities are more 

sensitive to changes caused by the project. For example, these women have more 

difficulty in sourcing employment outside their communities due to their limited 

mobility. 
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3.2 Economic impacts 

Foraging and fishing previously were the main economic activities of  the Don 

Sahong village, but these activities were disrupted when the DSH Dam 

construction started. Every household in the village is involved in fishing. In 

particular, women play the important role of  processing fish including fermented 

fish, pickled fish, and dried fish. They also have the role of  selling fish. For 

fishing, each household has nets and small fish traps, some richer households 

have larger-size fish traps. Apart from income from fish, forest products are also 

a major food source, which help to keep family expense slow. Although villagers 

at Don Sahong use the forests and fish to supplement their livelihoods, their 

degree of  dependency differs. Poor and marginalized women and girls have more 

dependence on these resources and as a result are struggling harder than other 

groups of  women. 

For men: Fish is the main food source and source of  a family income for people 

in Don Sahong village, and catching fish is a major routine activity of  men in the 

village as the main people who catch fish. Based on a discussion in a group 

interview with men (June 11, 2016), it was found that 10 years ago, the villagers 

could generate approximately minimum of  10,000,000 LAK ($US 1,250) per year 

per household income from selling fish, with a maximum per family of  

60,000,000 LAK ($US 7,500). Since October 2015 when the construction of  the 

dam began, project workers have removed obstacles and illegal large-scale fish 

traps (Lii) out of  the fish channels to ensure the migration of  fish during the 

current breeding season. The consequence of  this is that men are not able to use 

their existing livelihood strategies and this represents a loss of  income and 

sources of  subsistence for men. In an interview a village resident stated, “Ever 

since I started growing rice, I’ve never sold green rice (unripe rice) but this year I 

must sell it because my wife and daughter are getting sick and I need money for 

hospital charges. I am very concerned about my family’s livelihoods in the future. 

Now I am so worried” Male Villager, personal communication, June 2016) 
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For women: Women are the main people who undertake fish processing after 

men catch fish and bring them home; they are resourceful in negotiating prices 

when selling fish. So, women play an important role earning income for the 

family. So, the diminishing ability to catch fish that affects men, also affects 

women:  

“About 5 years ago, my husband caught between 10-20 kilograms of big fish per day, 

especially in the rainy season. I myself caught about 10 kilograms of Pasoy [small 

fish] per day in the dry season per day. That was worth a lot of money. This year, my 

fish trap, which was passed down for generations, was removed and we catch just 

enough fish to eat in the family only. On some days, the catch is not even enough to 

feed the family.” (Female Villager, Don Sahong Village, 2016) 

 

3.3 Environmental impacts  

Don Sahong village previously used to be rich in natural resources, especially 

edible plants and plentiful fish species in the Mekong River. In an interview, a 

respected wise man in the village stated, 

“There’re fewer fish because upstream to the north, fish from the Tonle Sap did not 

migrate because of  the foul-smelling cement from the construction of  the dam. The 

blasting of  rocks in the river killed some fish in the river, and it may have caused the 

number of  fish to decrease.” 

Another interviewee adds, 

“I’ve never seen what a dam looks like, how big it is, and how small it is. I thought the 

dam development project will be similar to an irrigation system. But after I saw they 

cut down the forest, I was amazed. My concern is that I am not sure whether my home 

will be flooded or not” (April 13, 2016). 

 

2 UN Women: United National Entity for Gender Equality and the Empowerment of Women
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3.4 Psychological impacts 

Even though the DSH Dam had provided new houses at a new location to 

resettled households, it may seem that those affected households are happy to 

have new houses because it may have cost a lot of  money if  they were to build 

these houses by themselves. But eventually, they still desire to go back to their 

original settlement. They miss their original homes, farmlands and big fruit trees 

around their homes. After they moved to new houses, people who lost both their 

homes and farmlands need to restart their lives trying to find a new farmland. 

Both men and women are worried about their future lives and food security. 

Hou Sahong is a strategic channel through which fish migration takes place in the 

dry season and rainy season. Every day, catching fish is a major duty of  men at 

Don Sahong village. As the construction is on-going, they catch fewer fish along 

the river near to their home because now many fish paths through which most 

fish migrate upstream are affected. Men as the heads of  households are worried 

about their future and the future of  their wives and children. 

Even though, the DSH Project has provided people access to better 

infrastructure, health care, better education and provided a more beautiful house 

for 14 affected families. A female villager of  an affected family, stated that “I am 

happy to have a new cement house provided by the DSH project. It is a beautiful 

house. I never have had one like this. But actually, I do not want to move away 

from my original homeland because I am worried that it will be difficult for 

moving and it is quite far  from the natural  resources  where  I  used  to  find  

food”  (October 12, 2015). In another interview, a resident in the village reported, 

“When I was at my old place I could find food easily, and travelling by boat was 

faster than by motorbike. After I moved here I am missing my old place because 

there were big fruit trees. After moving here, I had to grow new trees” (February, 

2016). 

At the sometimes an unexpected finding in regard to the feasibility studies of  the 

project developer including the Environmental Impact Assessment and Social 

Impact Assessment reported that 14 households would need to be relocated but 
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actually, 72 households have been directly affected in particular regard to fisheries 

and women whose livelihoods depended directly on the river and forest 

resources. 

4.  Women’s and men’scoping strategies for the loss of old livelihoods 

According to in-depth interviews with women and men at Don Sahong village 

who can no longer fish, and lost farmland and forested land while the DSHD is 

under construction, villagers are concerned about their livelihoods in the future. 

This research has found that men and women have developed different coping 

strategies to cope with their changing livelihoods caused by the DSHD. These 

strategies are as follows: 

4.1 Off-farm income generation 

For men, since the DSH Dam construction began, traditional fishing tools such 

as“traps” have not been allowed to be used to catch fish. Moreover, local 

fishermen have not been allowed to fish in the Hou Sahong. A small number of  

men applied for jobs as dam construction workers, however, some of  them still 

rely on fishing in the other permitted areas only for consumption in the family. 

“There were not many fish. I sometimes could not catch any fish to bring back 

home. So, I decided to be a construction laborer for the project to earn money to 

feed my family” (a fisher-man in the village, November 10, 2015). 

For women, interviews with 13 out of  30 households show that wealthier women 

who had their own funds opened shops or restaurants around the construction 

area. Some of  them take fish, and mushrooms (in mushroom season) to sell in the 

town of  Pakse as well. Some families invested in raising poultry and now take 

them to sell at Nakasang market, a local market. A grandmother reported, “I raise 

chickens and ducks. Sometimes when my family catch a few fish, I eat my 

chickens or sell them whenever my family I in need of  cash, for instance, for 

health care charges and so forth.”Poorer women work harder. In addition to 

foraging the forest looking for foods, they offer their services-for-hire in 

harvesting agricultural crops in neighboring villages and communities. 
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4.2 Migration to the city and Thailand 

In some cases, villagers combined farm and non-farm activities to generate 

income and continued fishing and producing rice for household consumption. 

For example, after they harvest rice, some go to Vientiane, Pakse, and 

neighboring countries like Thailand to work as laborers and return to the village 

for the next planting season. Some also have relatives working abroad to support 

them who send back remittances.This study also found that women who come 

back from working in Thailand might decide to go back to work in Thailand 

again to earn more money and send it to their families. This situation 

automatically forced them to do this. In this difficult situation, poorer women 

struggle and suffer more than other groups of  women. 

4.3 Saving of compensation 

Among those who lost their farmland, following receiving compensation from 

the project some saved the money in the bank and used some of  it to invest in 

small businesses. For example, some opened shops at home or rented other 

people’s farmlands to grow rice. For example, an interview with an elderly 

grandmother, who lost over a hectare of  paddy rice found that, “I did not know 

what I will do in the next year I may use my compensation money save in the 

bank to get interest, and I might rent farmland from other to grow rice  to  feed  

the  family” (December 2015). However, the poor women out of  14 affected 

households did not get any compensation from the project, even though they are 

indirectly affected by the project. This group of  women suffers more than others. 
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Table 6: Women’s access, control of resources and livelihood’s copying strategies 

 

 

Discussion 

This research has shown that men and women of Don Sahong have different 

roles and responsibilities in managing their livelihoods and natural resources. It 

can be seen that women are exclusively responsible for household-based work for 

instance: taking care of the family andcollecting water, but they also engage in 

productive activities such as selling fish and conducting some fishing activities. 

Womenare also usually engaged in fish-related activities, such as processing 

fermented fish (padact). Men, for their part, do most of the fishing. A key finding 

is that women in different socio-economic statuses play different, yet important 

roles in relation to their livelihoods and access natural resources differently. For 

instance, most poor and marginalized women’s livelihoods rely on natural 

Categories Access and 

control 

Level of severity Coping strategies 

Status of women 

Rich Adequate 

capital for 

health care and 

education in city 

Less income Do business, 

with children 

remitting 

income 

Middle-income Lack of 

capital for 

doing 

businesses, 

fewer jobs 

Fewer jobs Go to work in 

city and 

Thailand 

Poor Lack of 

farmland for 

subsistence 

Food 

insecurity for 

family 

Hired as laborers 
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resources for their daily household subsistence; they go finding food in the forest 

every day while wealthier women do so sometimes. Rao (1991) has argued for “the 

need to contextualize women as they dynamically respond to complex 

environmental realities, and to consider how they enter into and engage in social 

relationships with men within the institutions of their nature resource dependent 

societies instead of a prior perceptions on women's role”. 

The fact that the dam is under construction has already revealed that the 

significant impacts that will occur to the local livelihoods. Fish and forest 

products are staple foods for daily household subsistence and a family’s economic 

wellbeing. Many villagers express a fear of openly criticizing the project or the 

compensation program and an increasingly uncertain economic future. Women 

and men have been impacted, as they often lack the resources to shift to other 

livelihoods. Women are more heavily reliant on natural resources and farming, 

since fishing is generally considered amen’s activity. In particular, vulnerable 

women and poor women who have less farmland and capital suffer more than 

wealthier women do. Men and women suffer differently from the DSH project 

because women in the village are mostly confined to household-based activities. 

They lack knowledge and have never experienced any work outside the home. So, 

men are more likely to be hired as laborers than women and this gender gap still 

exists in both policy and practice. 

The DSH project impacts on local livelihood differ not only for women and men 

but also for women of different socio-economic statuses. Thus, marginalized and 

wealthier women and men have different distinctive strategies to manage the 

changes. Wealthier women and women in the mid-range socio-economic status 

use their own funds for investment such as in opening a shop or buying and 

selling fish in Pakse. They own rice paddies for daily household subsistence, and 

their working children sent remittances home.  
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In contrast, poor women who have fewer or no farmlands are hired as laborers in 

harvesting season in the village and earn daily income for daily household 

subsistence. These marginalized women who conduct household-based activities 

are more sensitive to changes caused by development projects. For example, they 

find it hard to find a job outside their communities due to their limited mobility. 

The declining number of fish affects household income. The loss of forest 

products means the people relocated by the DSHproject fear the uncertainty 

about their future in terms of food security. Men and women who used to work 

in Thailand may return to Thailand again because of the lack of jobsin the village 

together with the diminishing natural resources and food sources, which remains 

a worrying trend. 

Several issues are important here, thus, in terms of legal empowerment for 

women, a friendly environment and appropriate space for women who would be 

affectedby development projects or related relocation or land issues from 

hydropower projects. Access to information needs to be created aswell as a space 

allowed where their voice can be heard at the beginning of their participation and 

throughout the decision-making processes linked to the large development 

project, through the whole process from the beginning until the end.  

 

Recommendations 

a) To have improved and more representative stakeholder participation in 

feasibility studies such as Environmental Impact Assessment andSocial 

Impact Assessment processes; Don Sahong villagers should have been 

involved in the process as well as monitoring and evaluation of the 

project for the initial stages to ensure that the project’s feasibility study 

covered all the issues of all affected households.  

b) In regard to the impacts have happened to the affected villages, it has 

been revealed that the different of socioeconomic positions of affected 
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men and women have receive impacts differently, and have different 

livelihood strategies coping strategies, which is especially true for 

marginalized women. Therefore, policies which related to development 

projects, in particular for hydropower development projects policies need 

to be reconsidered and formulated to address gender issues as a priority. 

c) Since broad national plans to address gender priorities in the Lao PDR 

include statements such as:“all women enjoy equality with men, and can 

achieve their full potential in politics, the economy, culture, social and 

family life while enjoying a safe condition for living, increasing 

understanding of gender equality, there is a contrast in practice.Gender 

equality and women’s priority issues were not mentioned or proposed in 

the Decree on Compensation and Resettlement Management in 

Development Projects at all. Notwithstanding this, to follow the national 

plans, existing policies on gender need to account for more diversity 

appropriate to the different categories of women and to make sure that all 

different categories of women are protected by the law and policies. 

d) In terms of legal empowerment for women, there is a need to for a 

friendly environment and an appropriate space to be created for women 

who would be affected by development projects related to relocation or 

natural resource management issues from hydropower projects to be 

enabled to access information about how their voice can be heard from 

the beginning of participation until the end of the decision-making 

processes. 

e) To increase women’s involvement in development processes, women’s 

union organizations are required to provide special outreach programs or 

training to older, poorer and less educated women. 

f) A declining number of fish and the risk of the loss of sustainability of 

natural resources can be mitigated by support and effective cooperation 

between forestry and aquaculture organizations and the dam project 

developers. 
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g) Finally, this research recommends that, policies on gender need to be 

more diverse that best suit different categories of women. 

 

Conclusion 

The arguments and contents of this article do not merely serve to advocate 

women’s livelihood adaptations and women’s roles in livelihoods, it makes a plea 

for a more holistic understanding of the livelihood strategies of men and women 

in different socio-economic positions in coping with the impacts of the DSH 

Dam project. It also attempts to illustrate the impacts of the DSH Dam at 

different socio-economic levels. This research has led to a much deeper 

understanding of the actual impacts of the DSH Dam on men and women in 

Don Sahong village, especially vulnerable women. At the same time this research 

remains deeply concerned with the capacity of existing institutions and 

procedures to involve and take into account the special needs of affected villagers 

and highly vulnerable women groups. In term of women empowerment activities 

and building capacity in any development activities are need in urge to restore 

their livelihood as soon as possible. 
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